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Search for class or class name in all.js
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1.0.0.1271 [Free]. .Q: When to use
MySQL full-text-indexes When would
you use a full-text-index? I've been
using Google Ngram (included in

Word 2007) and it's been very useful
to identify words that are used more
or less frequently than others in my

corpus. I assume that the search
function uses one of these to search
for patterns, but I haven't tried it. So
my question is: When would you use
a full-text-index? My only (wishful)
idea is to find pages with keywords

that your readers are interested in. A:
I would use a full-text indexing for:
detecting words or phrases that are
frequently used together ruling out a
word that is on the vast majority of

pages, as it is a term that is
mentioned rarely ruling in a word that

you mentioned too rarely weeding
out spam words If my users search
for "green-apple" and "apple-green"

is not the best match then its unlikely
I would rank them higher in results.
Full text index can make a lot of this
problem go away, but using it implies
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having a good understanding of the
data, like knowing that "green-apple"
is just a synonym of "green-eating".

There are a lot of different areas that
you can use a full text index for, so I

would suggest using them as a
secondary way to index data, not
your only solution. A: You can also
use your full-text index as a web
page search, where you can be

looking for related keywords. You can
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